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Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think.”
~Margaret Mead

Counsellor’s Chronicles
Education is more than an amalgamation and retention of academic
concepts and knowledge. It is an investment to create a better future.
Choice and Career are decisive components in today’s education.
At DYPIS, Nerul , the vision is to create globally aware learners who are
in sync with the updated trends in the academic world and the job
scenario.

PROFILE EXPLORATION
“ To know yourself is the beginning of all wisdom” ~Socrates
Understanding of the individual profile is the first mandatory step that
will guide all future decisions regarding academic choices and
profession selection.
Adopt the steps outlined and you shall discover the connection within
and your future!

Knowing oneself is an evolving process.
Keep spinning to tap on your magic!

FOCUS
Commencing from this issue, every month the focus will be on a singular
career choice that is unconventional and popular.

JULY

Sports Journalism , an unconventional academic choice. It is quite
popular and offers a variety of rich opportunities .

To be a Sports Journalist !

Skills Excellent communication and writing skills
Passion in sports and the ability to insightfully interpret the event
and offer a perspective
Good at handling statistics and possess a knack to handle sports fans
and celebrities productively

Career Options in Sports Journalism

DYPIS ALUMNI EXPERT TALK
The alumni of DYPIS, Nerul are our torch bearers who live the heritage
that we seek to create.They are the ambassadors of the institution’s
legacy . DYPIS takes extraordinary pride in hosting the monthly Expert
Talk Series.
Through the Series, DYPIS honours the holistic vision of education - to
create global learners who have established themselves and continue
to inspire the newer batches.
When one influencer amongst the alumni addresses our young adults ,
the effect is sheer magic , very real and profoundly effective .
It was a moment of great pleasure to host Ashay Bhave ,2016 IBDP
alumnus in the first session of Expert Talk , on 23rd July. He is the
founder of Thaely, a vegan sneaker brand that manufactures sneakers
from waste plastic bags.
https://youtu.be/d2JH4xiP71g

PROFILE - ASHAY BHAVE

There were two sessions of 40 minutes each for Grades 9-12. Ashay
spoke about his current engagement and outlined his transition from
school to his career and highlighted the skills that DYPIS , Nerul had
trained him in . He specially appreciated the regular practice of business
plans that were a part of his school assignments . The class sessions and
the feedback were catalysts for Ashay and inspired him to become an
entrepreneur .Our students were delighted and the concluding Q&A
session demonstrated Ashay’s influence and the curiosity of our
learners .

